RE: This term we will be learning about

Maths: This term, we will be learning about addition

English: In English this term we

Humanism. What is the philosophy, who
can follow this way of life, how can we
all adapt the ethos into our own lives?
We will look at each area, reflect on
improvements we can make and put
these into practice.

and subtraction, data handling, time and measures.

will be looking at film narrative,

There will be lots of practical Maths to motivate and

instructions,

engage the children and to help them to learn and

biographies/autobiographies,

consolidate the key concepts.

persuasive writing and drama.
The children will also be learning
phonics/spelling and

Science: In Science this term we are learning
about Living Things, including Humans. The

Summer 2021
Peaches

children will be focusing on the parts of the

regular basis.

PE: We will continue to focus on

body, externally and internally and the digestive/

yoga practice for well-being and

circulatory system. We will also learn about how

movement. Linking into our

we can keep healthy and the importance of food

‘Olympic’ topic, as a class we

for energy and growth.

shall be taking part in various
PSHE: In PSHE we will be thinking about Special Days.

Computing: Our topics in computing are

handwriting/fine motor skills on a

What do they mean to us? What defines a special day?
Which special people do you share these days with?

activities (weather permitting!)

Topic: The topics for this term are ‘Bridges’
and ‘The Olympics.’ In our bridges topic we will

communication and collaboration, e safety and

We will be using text books, our memories, past

programming. The children will learn about

experiences, future hopes and dreams to consider all

how to explore the internet safely, use

elements of Special Days.

different methods of communicating such as

As a class, we will be entering into a Royal Mail

email and communicate in print and how to

competition to design a stamp for Heroes/special

save and print their work. In the second

people. More information on this will follow.

term, the children will use programmes such

On the last day of term, we will attempt to create our

topic we will be learning about the history of

as scratch and 2code to create simple games.

own class dream ‘special day’ based on everything we

the games, the culture and traditions of Japan

have learnt and discussed.

and linking lots of art activities to this topic.

be exploring different types of bridges around
the world, how they were made and out of what
material. We will also be making and designing
bridges linked to Art/DT. The children will also
explore the history of bridges and other
inventions of the Victorian Era. In the Olympics

